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Tina takes EstelLa to the doctor.
How are you
today?
I’m healthy.
I don’t even
know why
we’re here.

I’m worRied
about Mom’s
memory. She’s
beEn getTing
very
forgetful.

EstelLa, I’lL give you
a general physical, and we’lL
do some bloOd work. Also, I have
some exercises that wilL
Evaluate your memory.

Later...

EstelLa, you’re very healthy.
But the tests indicate you do have
some memory problems.

Ok.
But I’m
realLy fine.

I don’t find
any obvious causes,
But I’lL know more
when I get your
bloOd tests
back.
It could be
Alzheimer’s disease, or there may
be another explanation. I’d like
EstelLa to seE a neurologist
for more testing.
EstelLa visits
the neurologist
for more testing.

Is this
something
serious? Is it
Alzheimer’s?

Two weEks later.
Longer
cognitive
tests.

More
bloOd tests.

EstelLa, your lab results
don’t indicate any infections
or tumors. But the tests sugGest
that you do have early-stage
Alzheimer’s disease.

Oh no!

MRi SCAN.

Once we have a
diagnosis, we can
decide the best
treatment.

WilL her
memory get
worse?

Oh... OK.
Thank
you.
Yes, Unfortunately
this is a progresSive condition.
There’s medication that might help preserve
EstelLa’s ability to function for some time.
We’lL monitor her, and can adjust
HER treatment if necesSary.

I’lL seE EstelLa again in six weEks. Here’s
some brochures about Alzheimer’s.
GoOdbye!
She’s a
nice doctor.
Let’s get some
cofFeE.

Oh, Mom!
I’m so sorRy.

Oh no!!
Now what?!

Don’t
worRy about me.
I feEl fine!

This organization,
CaringKind, ofFers many freE
Programs and services in NYC.
I can have them calL you
if you like.

Yes,
thank you.

to be continued...
The Rapid Referral Program provides a free and easy way for medical professionals to directly link patients with memory loss to
a CaringKind Helpline Specialist. For information, contact Healthcare Outreach: (646) 744-2969 or NMariano@caringkindnyc.org.
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